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THE KRAKEN CUP
Douglas A. Rossman
Storrad the Proud was a viking fierce, and a wizard of
no little skill. This deadly combination permitted Storrad
and his followers to terrorize the western coast of Midgard.
In their shallow-bottomed dragon ships they would swoop
down on unsuspecting coastal villages, carry off everything
worth taking, ·and-as they departed-put the village to the
torch.
Carried away by their easy successes, and rather frustrated by how little gold and silver they had seized, Storrad
set his sights on bigger prey-Hlesoy, the legendary island
stronghold of the giant Aegir, who with his mermaid wife,
Ran, ruled the sea and gathered the treasures from all ships
that sank beneath the waves. In this task they were assisted
by their nine daughters and the other merfolk. Most sea
raiders steered far away from Hlesoy, wisely choosing not
to challenge Aegir and merfolk, but Storrad had great faith
in his abilities as a wizard and strategist ... and an even
greater hunger for the treasures of Hlesoy.
Thus it was that one morning Storrad's three dragon
ships came sailing toward a strange fog bank that rested
upon the sea off the coast of Alfheim. As the ships breasted
the rolling swells, the men soon noticed the heads of giant
women breaking the surface of the water, their long green
hair floating out beside them. Curiosity about the strangers who had invaded their part of the sea had drawn Aegir's
daughters to the ships.
This curiosity was just what Storrad had been counting
on, and had alerted his men to expect. So the warriors kept
their weapons out of sight, smiled and called out to the
mermaids, and waved bright necklaces and other jewelry
that might warm a woman's heart. Delighted by their
visitor's friendliness and apparent offer of gihs, the mermaids threw caution to the winds, swam right up to the
ships, and grasped the gunwales with one hand while
reaching for the trinkets with the other. Alas for them, the
ships' hulls had been magicked by Storrad, and the mermaids were trapped-stuck fast to the gunwales!
Storrad's little fleet and its captives were able to sail
right up to Hlesoy and anchor in the shallows along its
rocky shore, for the fog bank had lifted the moment the
mermaids were captured. Leaving some warriors to guard
the ships and the captives still attached to them, Storrad led
the rest of his band into Aegir's rocky hall. Storrad's eyes
grew round and his greedy heart beat faster at the sight of
that hall, whose walls were covered with so much gleaming
gold that it needed no other source of illumination.
Aegir and Ran had known of the raider's co1?ing, for
word travels swiftly in the sea, but-fearingfor their daughters' safety-there seemed to be nothing they could do to
defend themselves or their realm. Aegir remained seated
on his throne while Ran reclined in a nearby pool of water
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connected to sea. She bad tried to swim out to comfort her
daughters, but Storrad had magically sealed off the watergate so Ran was forced to bide her time. Storrad, it seemed,
firmly held the upper hand.
While Storrad shouted directions-and Aegir and Ran
glumly watched-the raiders scurried about gathering up all
the gold, silver, and jewelry they could find. And there
was much. for the sea takes its toll. The men were just
beginning to rip the gold plating down from the walls when
Storrad's eyes fell upon a strange-looking drinking cup
sitting in a wall recess beside Aegir's throne. The large cup
seemed to be fashioned from a single piece of jadelike stone
that glowed with a soft green light. The handle was shaped
like a squid's tentacleand wrapped around the body of the
cup. Storrad picked up the cup and examined it curiously.
"Well, what do we have here?" he mused thoughtfully.
Aegir spoke for the first time. "It's called the Kraken
Cup, and I'd leave it here if I were you. It's much too
dangerous to be kept anywhere other than Hlesoy."
"Oh, really?" said Storrad, now thoroughly intrigued.
"Why don't you just tell me about it. We have all the time
in the world."
"As you wish," replied Aegir.
A great K.raken, a squid as large as a small island, had
taken up residence off the coast not many leagues from
Hlesoy. Travelling beneath the waves it would swallow
whole schools of fish at a single gulp. But that was not
enough to quell its enormous appetite, so often the Kraken
would float at the surface, its smooth, leathery back resembling nothing so much as a huge treeless skerry. When
some unwary air breather approached-a seal, a whale, or a
fisherman-the K.rakenwould plunge powerfully backward
toward the bottom of the sea, its sudden departure from
the surface creating a huge whirlpool that sucked its prey
downward, too, until the great tentacles wrapped around
the victim and stuffed it into the K.raken's mouth.
Now "kill to live" is a rule of the sea, so I could hardly
blame the Kraken for trying to survive. Still, its presence
in these waters was a threat to the lives and livelihood of
my merfolk and our friends the sea elves, so I sent word by
seagull to my grandson Heimdal} ... who, as you may have
heard, knows a thing or two about magic, and is a handy
fellow to have around when trouble comes calling.
Well, as soon as the gull had delivered its message,
Heimdall galloped across the Rainbow Bridge and didn't
stop riding until he had reached Riddo, the sea-elf village
on the coast opposite Hlesoy. Leaving his faithful steed.
Gulltopp, in the care of the elves, Heimdall went down to
the water's edge, unrolled a seal skin he'd carried behind

bis saddle, and changed himself into a seal. Yes, I did say a
seal. You needn't look so surprised ... his nine mothers
being mermaids, he can do that, you know.
At any rate, Heimdall swam over to Hlesoy as fast as
his flippers would carry him, not stopping until he had
popped out of that pool over there and shed his seal skin.
I led him right up the top of Hlesoy's highest hill and
pointed in the direction where the Kraken had last been
seen. Large as the beast was, it was much too distant for
me to see, but far-sighted Heimdal} spotted it at once. I
could tell by the look on his face and the way he let out his
breath that he was terribly unhappy about what he was
looking at.
"I had no idea that the creature was so large, grandfather. I can see why you want to get rid of it ... he'll eat
you out of house and home in no time." Heimdal} cupped
his chin in one hand and was silent for a time. "I can't
imagine how I could attack the Kraken from the outside,
but if I could just get him to swallow
something .... "
"How do you expect to do that,
my boy, and live to tell the story?
Even if you could carry something
close to him in your seal form, you
could never hope to swim away fast
enough to escape from his whirlpool
and tentacles."
"True enough, grandfather, but if
one of your ore-whale friends would
agree to help, I just might be able to
do it."
Well, that's just the way it turned
out. Whales really are quite intelligent, you know, and far too many of
them had fallen victim to the
Kraken's bottomless appetite, so I had
no trouble persuading one of the great
black-and-white ore-whales to accornpany Heimdal! when he paddled off
in a little sealbide coracle to approach
the Kraken. Heimdal! and the whale
didn't speak aloud as you and I do,
but they talked mind to mind in pictures. Anyway, when they had come
as close to the squid's head as they
dared, Heimdal! unwrapped a large
green stone he'd been carrying in his
tunic, wedged it firmly in the framework of the coracle, and chanted a
series of powerful bind runes over it.
Immediately the stone began to glow
and throb and give off the strongest
odor of ripe fish you've ever smelled.
That odor really caught the Kraken's
attention and he began his backward
dive.
Heimdal} leapt into the water,

grabbed the ore-whale's dorsal fin, and they left the area as
fast as the whale could swim. They were caught by the far
edge of the whirlpool, and it was touch-and-go for a mo·
ment or two, but ore-whales are powerful swimmers and
they managed to escape the pull of the diving Kraken.
What happened to the Kraken? Well, the coracle with
the green stone was swept round and round the whirlpool
until his tentacles embraced the little boat and stuffed it
into his mouth. Then the strangest thing happened. Once
the Kraken swallowed that green stone, he couldn't stop
swallowing! From the tip of the tentacle he had used to
stuff the coracle into his mouth right on back to his diving
fins, he swallowed himself up. The sea rushed in to fill up
all that space, and just for a short time there was a far larger
whirlpool than any the Kraken had created in life. Then
all was calm, as if the Kraken had never existed.
A few days later one of my merfolk popped out of the
pool carrying this cup, which he had found on the sea
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bottom where the Kraken had disappeared. Heimdal} examined the cup carefully, declared it to be a fusion of the
Kraken with the green stone he had swallowed, and said
that I should keep it as a remembrance. He also warned
that in some strange way the Kraken lives on embodied in
the cup, so that no one should ever drink from it ... and
no one ever has.

"No one ever has, eh? Well I guess I'll just have to be
the first," declared Storrad boldly. "Have one of your
servants fetch that mead for which your hall is so famous."
Aegir sighed, "I really wouldn't do that if I were you.
Still, if you insist .... "
"I do insist," snapped Storrad impatiently.
Aegir signalled to one of his servants, and soon the man
returned with a keg of mead and poured some of its golden
contents into the Kraken Cup. After muttering a runic
charm to offset any poison that might have been present in
the cup or added to the mead, Storrad raised the cup to his
lips. But, to his horror, no sooner had his lips touched the
rim than the cup seemed to grow larger and take on a life
of its own. The tentacle tip writhed free from the cup and
wrapped itself around Storrad's neck. He had time to utter
only one gurgling scream before he was pulled headfirst
into the mouth of the cup and swallowed.
As Storrad's boots disappeared from sight, and the
K.raken Cup shrank back to its normal size, Aegir mildly
remarked "Tsk, tsk, tsk. I did try to warn him."
Then the sea lord's expression hardened. "As for the
rest of you, I think you'll find that your leader's magic
perished with him and my daughters are no longer your
hostages. So you had best begone ... at once."
The leaderless vikings remained where they were standing in a dazed, horrified silence. Aegir rose to his full
fifteen-foot height, pointed to the entrance way, and bellowed: "I said, BEGONE!"
That outburst broke the spell, and the vikings fell over
each other in their rush to vacate the hall and get to their
ships. Aegir followed them to the shore where the vikings
were desperately trying to maneuver their dragon ships
around for departure. The prevailing winds offered little
help, so Aegir took out a triple-knotted wind cord a sea-elf
wizard had given him and untied the first knot. Immediately a brisk wind began to blow seaward, and the dragon
ships set sail.
The vikings were beginning to congratulate themselves
on their good luck when Aegir loosed the second knot.
The wind began to blow much harder, hurling the ships
westward across the surface of the sea. Then, just as the
ships were silhouetted against the horizon, Aegir undid the
final knot and they were struck by a fierce tempest with
gale-force winds, towering waves, and sea spouts. When
the storm died down, there were no ships to be seen.
Aegir waded into the sea to embrace Ran and their
daughters. "If any of the vikings survived that storm," he
muttered, "sooner or later they'll drift ashore on one of
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those little islands out there. When they have to survive
on whatever fish they can catch and comb the strand for
driftwood to bum, then-perhaps-they will learn to value
the real treasures of the sea."

EURO~ft
by John Grey
Europa on the sea-shore frolics with her maidens,
rejoicing in all the things she's never felt,
when the great white bull appears, snorting
like an Olympian god but also as a man, its
giant bulbous eyes refracting her beauty in
a shameless mirror and, with a grin playful as
the splashing waters, she climbs upon his back,
her wilful hands seeking out his strength in
that relentless mound of muscle as her quidnunc
followers giddily warn and encourage with the
same shallow breaths, and then he bounds away,
plunges into the sea as Europa screams the
fear of those who believe wrongly that they
have conquered the animals, for this raging
ruminant is Zeus and her apple-eyed wiles shrink
to nothing as the ambrosia sweat seeps through
her soft pink skin, stirs into the salt of
the ocean, boils up a mix potent as the stars,
and they travel to Crete, he bellowing like a
crude savior, she gripping the hard flesh of
his neck, and he spills her on that island's
sand like a pocketful of coins, leaps upon
her in a thousand shapes of thrusting sex,
pries open the locked fears of her virgin body,
grunting the beast end of his power in her
witless ears until she rolls over on that
strange beach, panting like one who has received
a holy spirit unexpectedly in a rush through
the loins, and she stays with him on
that island, plays consort to his devouring
needs for as long as her beauty satisfies,
bears three sons, Minos, Sarpedon
and Rhadamanthus, marries the island's
reigning king and, though Zeus never again
metamorphosises into a bull, she spies any
number of those smoldering creatures in the
Cretan fields, blows them peasant kisses while
keeping her royal distance.

